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Surfactant, including chemical surface active agent and biosurfactants, as a new type of feed additive applied in ruminant production, can effectively improve the degradability of roughages in the rumen and productivity of ruminants by increasing the emulsification of ruminal liquid, the number of ruminal microorganisms and the activity of ruminal endogenous enzymes secreted by ruminal microbes; and changing the contents and proportion of volatile fatty acids. In future, the preparation, purification, industrial production and nutritional mechanism of biosurfactants should be the focuses in the fields of ruminant nutrition.
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**INTRODUCTION**

In recent years, surfactants are more and more widely used in the fields of spinning, medicine, washing, cosmetic, food and feed additives. The advantages of surfactants have fueled the growth of the surfactant market to the annual global production of 13 million metric tons in 2008 and annual global sales of $24.33 billion in 2009, nearly 2% up from previous years, the market shares are expected to experience quite healthy growth by 2.8% annually to 2012 and by 3.5~4% thereafter (Reznik et al., 2010). At present, almost all of the surfactants are synthetic compounds, while the biosurfactants only have a tiny fraction of market share. However, compared with the synthetic surfactants, the interest in biosurfactants has been steadily increasing in recent years because of their functional diversity, excellent biocompatibility, biological degradability, environmentally friendly nature and relatively nontoxicity. In the field of animal nutrition, some articles reported that the addition of surfactants to basal diets improved microbial activity, changed the pattern of rumen fermentation and improved feed utilization efficiency (Lee et al., 2004; Cong et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2010). The extensive study and application of microbial biosurfactants are restricted by high costs of technology and production process, but both microbial biosurfactants and synthetic surfactants are paid an equal attention to the basic and application research of animal nutrition. Therefore, this article addresses the classification, functional mechanisms and nutritional manipulation of rumen function of synthetic surfactants (especially nonionic surfactant) and biosurfactants, aims to offer a valuable reference for sur-
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factant add to the basal diet as feed additives.

Classification of surfactants

Surfactants, which are the blend of surface active agents (Rosen and Kungjappu, 2012), are compounds that lower the surface tension of solution, oil or solid-water interfaces at low concentration, and play an important role in emulsifying, foaming, cleaning, wetting, dispersing and solubilizing. Surfactants are high molecular weight organic compounds that are amphiphilic copolymers; containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups (Sperling and Parak, 2010). The hydrophobic group is a polar group including –COOH, -SO_3H, -SO_3Na, -NH_4⁺, -NH_2 and amine salt as well as –OH, -CONH_2 or R-O-R’ and so on; the hydrophobic group is a non-polar hydrocarbon chain, consisting of more than 8 carbon atoms. Surfactants are divided into two categories of synthetic surfactants and biosurfactants.

These surface active substances are amphiphilic in nature, having both hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains (group) that allow them to exist preferentially at the interface between polar and non-polar solution. Thus, surfactants tend to accumulate at interfaces (air–water and oil–water) as well as at air–solid and liquid–solid surfaces. Accumulation of surfactants at interfaces or surfaces results in the reduction of repulsive forces between dissimilar phases and allows the two phases to mix and interact more easily (Holmberg et al., 2003).

Synthetic surfactants

According to the properties of functional groups, synthetic surfactants are sorted into four classes: Cationic, anionic, zwitterionic and nonionic. A surfactant which dissociates in water and releases cation and anion (or zwitterions) is termed as ionic (cationic, anionic, zwitterionic). On the other hand, a surfactant that cannot release the ion is called as nonionic.

Nonionic surfactants that reduce the surface tension are independent of the dissociated ion, but depend on the polar groups with weak hydrophilicity. The hydrophobic groups of nonionic surfactants are always hydrocarbon chains (example aliphatic series or aromatic series) with 8~18 carbon atoms, whereas the hydrophilic groups are the groups including the hydroxide radical, polyoxyethylene or ammonia, for example the fatty glycerides, sorbic acid, polysorbate and alkyl polyglycosides. At present, the nonionic surfactants with the good biodegradability, low irritation and excellent physicochemical properties have been researched as a popular topic in the field of animal nutrition.

Biosurfactants

Biosurfactants are synthesized by plants and animals as well as microorganisms. Biosurfactants display important biological activities, including lower toxicity, biodegradability and effectiveness at a wide range of temperature and pH values (Soberón-Chávez and Maier, 2011; Banat et al., 2010). Biosurfactants are separated into low and high molecular weight compounds, the former contain glycolipid, lipopeptid and phospholipid, and the latter are comprised of the flocculent and granulate complexes of polysaccharide, lipopolysaccharide, protein and lipoprotein. According to their chemical structures, biosurfactants are divided into five categories, including the glycolipid, lipid, phospholipid, aliphatic acid and polymer of protein and lipid, the details is shown in Table 1.

Because the leading trend towards using environmental friendly technologies has enhanced the search work for biodegradable compounds of natural origin. And compared to the synthetic surfactants, biosurfactants have many advantages including low toxicity, high efficiency, low irritation, environmental friendliness and good digestibility, besides reducing the surface tension, stabilizing the emulsification property and increasing the foaming characteristics. Therefore, biosurfactants are the natural choice for such processes as they have a host of advantages over synthetic surfactants.

NUTRITIONAL MANIPULATION FUNCTIONS OF NONIONIC SURFACTANTS FOR RUMINANTS

At present, nonionic surfactants (NIS), which are applied to the feed additives of livestock, consist mainly of Tween-60 (polyethylene glycol sorbitan monostearate), Tween-80 (polyoxyethylene sorbitan monoooleate), SOLFA-850 (mainly composed of dehydrated sorbitan trioleate, chemical composition of malic acid and deionized water), APG (alkyl polyglucoside), and sorbitan trioleate.

TWEEN series

The empirical formula of Tween-60 is C_{4n}H_{90}O_{6n}(C_{2}H_{4}O)n, and its water solubility is 100 g/L. The empirical formula of Tween-80 is C_{6n}H_{14n}O_{35}, which can easily dissolve in water and organic solvent. The molecular structures of Tween series are shown in Figure 1.

The addition of Tween-60 and Tween-80 to basal diets mainly influenced the activities of ruminal endogenous enzymes, the population of microorganisms, and the pattern of ruminal fermentation as well as the roughage utilization efficiency. Adding NIS to ruminant diet can observably improve the activities of protease, amylase, CMCase and xylanase (Lee et al., 2004), and can effectively stimulate the cellulase synthase complex of aerobic fungi to release, but have no influence on anaerobic microorganisms (Wittenberger et al., 1978; Gyu-Chul et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2011). The addition of Tween-80 to the culture medium of Corynebacterium matruchotii which can convert Tween-80 to a structural series of polyoxyethylene acids which replaced corynomycolic acids in the cell wall, are used to form novel series-2A and series-2B glycolipids.
It suggested that the minor changes of permeability on the Corynebacterium cell wall caused by the synthesis of these novel glycolipids may increase the release of intracellular enzymes to the outside of the cell (Wang et al., 2011). A study on the basal diet of Chinese Merino sheep supplemented with 10 g Tween-60 and Tween-80 has shown that the rumen apparent dry matter and hemi-cellulose digestibilities as well as the activities of CMCase tended to be improved, and the author suggested that Tween-80 improved the activities of ruminal CMCase by effectively prohibiting the inactivation of enzymes (Chen et al., 2011). Another study noted an addition of Tween-60 and Tween-80 to the diet of dairy cows suggested that maximum accelerations of protease activity with addition of Tween-60 and Tween-80 were 99.2 and 166.8%, respectively. The activity of cellulase was obviously increased, and the adsorption rate and extent of rumen microorganisms to wheat straw was remarkably improved (Kim et al., 2000). In vitro experiment showed that Tween-80 can not only obviously increased the population of rumen microorganisms, but also improved the activities of xylanase, cellulase, hemicellulase and protease (Kim et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2007; Kumar and Neelam, 2009). In addition, Tween-80 can convert the desmoenzyme to resolvase as well as improve the xylanase, protease, amylase, and glucanase activities (Deng et al., 2005). However, Tween-80 also increased the amylase, protease, cellulase, xylanase (Liu et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2006) and deaminase (Ganesh Kumar et al., 2008) activities to varying degrees on the monoculture.

Tween also has an influence on the rumen microbial population of the host. A report showed that Tween-80 dramatically enhanced the population of non-cellulolytic bacteria including Ruminobacter amylophilus, Megasphaera elsdenii, Prevotella ruminicola and Selenomonas ruminantium, and significantly increased the growth rate of fungi such as Neocallimastix patriciarum strain 27, Piromyces communis strain 22, Orpinomyces joyonis strain 19-2 and Anaeromyces mucronatus strain 543, but have a minor or no influence on the rumen cellulolytic bacteria including Fibrobacter succinogenes, Ruminococcus albus, Ruminococcus flavefaciens and Butyrivibrio fibrisolvens (Lee et al., 2003). Similar experiment showed that Tween-80 increased the population of rumen microbes from (7.50±1.3)×10⁷ to (31.0±4.6)×10⁹ cfu/mL on the verge of four times, which not only improved the popula-
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**Table 1. Classification and sources of biosurfactants.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Representative product</th>
<th>Strains name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glycolipid</td>
<td>Rhamnolipids, Sophorolipids, Trehalose lipids</td>
<td><em>Pseudomonas aeruginosa</em> (Abdel-Mawgoud et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Candida</em> (Saerens et al. 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Rhodococcus, Myco-bacterium and Arthrobackter</em> (Franzetti et al., 2010; Zaragoza et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino acids lipid</td>
<td>Lipoprotein and Lipopeptide</td>
<td><em>Bacillus subtilis</em> (Smyth et al., 2010) <em>Pseudomonas fluorescens</em> (de Brujin and Raaijmakers, 2009; D’Aes et al., 2010) <em>Bacillus pumilus A</em> (Seydlová and Svobodová, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty acid</td>
<td>Glyceride, Fatty alcohol and Wax</td>
<td><em>Corynebacterium</em> (Radmacher et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phospholipid</td>
<td>Phosphatidylcholine, Bile acids</td>
<td><em>Acinetobacter</em> (Käppeli and Finnerty, 1980) <em>Myroides</em> sp, strain SM1 (Maneerat et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High polymer</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide complex, Protein-polysaccharide compound</td>
<td><em>Candida lipolytica</em> (Amaral et al., 2006; Rufino et al., 2007) <em>Bacillus</em> (Smyth et al., 2010; Gurjar et al., 1995) <em>Corynebacterium kutscheri</em> (Thavasi et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Molecular structures of Tween-60 and Tween-80.
tion of fungi and protozoa, but also significantly promoted the growth rate of non-cellulolytic bacteria (Lee et al., 2004; Deng et al., 2005).

The Tweens also have been known to exert a number of positive impacts on the fermentation characteristics and feed utilization efficiency. The concentrations of volatile fatty acid (VFA) of jumbuck’s rumen liquor were increased with the supplementation of Tween-40, 60, and 80, but the ratio of acetic acid and propionic acid were not affected (Chen et al., 2011; Wittenberger et al., 1978). When Tween-60 and 80 were administrated to the rumen of sheep, the dry matter digestibility was increased, but Tween series administration did not affect the rumen fermentation characteristics, pH value and the population of rumen protozoa. In addition, the digestibility and disappearance rate of rice straw were not affected by the addition of Tween-80 to dairy cattle diets (Lee et al., 2004). Nevertheless, milk production increased 2.5–3.5 kg per day by the addition of Tween-80 at 0.2 % (wt/wt) to the dairy cattle diets (Shelford et al., 1996). Tween-80 as an additive to diets of Hanwoo steers affected rumen pH, total VFA concentration, and digestibility of crude fiber (Kim et al., 2004). The above research results indicated that Tween series as NIS can improve the growth rate of rumen microbes and increase the enzymes activities of rumen microbes; furthermore enhance the feed utilization efficiency and performance by improving the rumen fermentation characteristics.

**Alkyl polyglucoside**

Alkyl polyglucoside (APG) is a type of NIS obtained from renewable resources including starch, glucose or natural fatty alcohols. Alkyl polyglucoside have been widely applied in the fields of animal nutrition because of its excellent surface activity, low toxicity, hypo-allergenicity, biodegradability, safety and environmental friendliness (Yuan et al., 2010). APG may improve in vitro dry matter and organic matter disappearance of low quality roughages (Cong et al., 2009). Alkyl polyglucoside has also been shown to increase the concentrations of NH₃-N, total volatile fatty acids and the rate of acetic acid and propionic acid production, and can improve the total tract digestibility of OM and NDF as well as the duodenal microbial N flow and efficiency of microbial protein synthesis (Yuan et al., 2010). In addition, dietary APG inclu-sion altered amino acid and fatty acids composition of rumen bacteria cytomembrane, which further implied a change in function and survival of rumen bacteria, and decreased the population of *Ruminococcus albus* (Zeng et al., 2012).

**Mechanism**

Nutritional manipulation in ruminants by NIS has been proposed to occur via two mechanisms. The first is through increasing endogenous enzyme release and/or improving the enzyme activities, and the second is through increa-sing the interaction between enzyme and substrate. The first proposed mechanism is disputed. Kim et al. (1982) considered that NIS can fortify the stability of enzymes, and prohibit the denaturalization and deactivation of enzyme during the process of hydrolysis. Other researchers have proposed that the interaction of the hydrophobic group of NIS with ruminal bacteria cell membranes increased the cell membrane fluidity and permeability that may stimulate more endogenous enzyme secretion (Lee et al., 2003 and 2004; Demain, 1968).

NIS are well known to increase the interactions between cellulose degrading enzyme and substrate (Viparelli et al., 2001). Enzymatic hydrolysis of lignocellulosic materials was significantly affected by cellulase adsorption onto the substrates (Tu et al., 2009). Castanon and Wilke (1981) considered that NIS can reduce the adhesion of enzyme to substrate further more reduce the irreversible adsorption of cellulase to roughages. Park et al. (1992) suggested that NIS can release the cellulase from saccharification binding site on the surface of substrate to recover the enzyme activity for hydrolyzing more roughage, or NIS help the enzyme be desorbed from the binding site on the substrate surface after the completion of saccharification at that site. NIS not only can increase the surface area of cellulose accessible to enzyme, but also make the hydrophobic degradation products from lignin and hemicellulose extractable to water (Kurakake et al., 1994). Surfactants that improve conversion of lignocelluloses have been shown to adsorb on roughage surfaces resulting in reduction of unproductive enzyme binding (Börjesson et al., 2007), and the addition of surfactants has been suggested to hinder deactivation of enzymes by exclusion of enzymes from roughages surfaces (Tu et al., 2009), would give more opportunity for cellulase to adsorb onto the surface of roughages (Eriksson et al., 2002; Olsen et al., 2011). In contrast to newspaper substrate, the NIS-pretreated pure cellulose substrates had a significant effect on digestibility during hydrolysis in the presence of a surfactant, demonstrating that NIS effect on digestibility is highly dependent on substrate type (Kim et al., 2007). Under all circumstances, NIS alters the rumen fermentation by affecting the population of ruminal microbes, but the importance of these species is relied on secretion of complex enzymes (Long and Knapp, 1991; Gashe, 1992; Pardo, 1996).

**Nutritional manipulation functions of biosurfactants for ruminants**

Compared with synthetic surfactants, biosurfactants are the natural choice as they possess a lot of advantages, such as stability, excellent efficiency, lower toxicity and biodegradability at a wide range of pH and temperature values (Banat et al., 2010). For example, the biosurfactant produced by *Rhodococcus* sp. strain TA6 was stable during exposure to high salinity (10% NaCl), elevated temperatures (120°C for 15 min) within a wide pH range.
(4.0~10.0) as well as was capable of forming stable emulsions with various hydrocarbons ranging from pentane to light motor oil (Shavandi et al., 2011). Another biosurfactant, mannanprotein, which was extracted from the cell walls of Kluyveromyces marxianus, formed emulsions that were stable for 3 months when subjected to a wide range of pH (3~11) and NaCl concentrations (2~50 g/L) at a concentration of 12 g/L (Lukondeh et al., 2003). The lipopeptide surfactin (Figure 2) from Bacillus subtilis can significantly reduce surface tension of water from 72 to 27 mN/m at a concentration as low as 20 µM (Tsun et al., 2007; Yeh et al., 2005). A lipopeptide secreted by Selenomonas ruminantium showed high surface tension reduction (25.5 mN/m), a low critical micelllar concentration (8 mg/l), thermal and pH stability with respect to surface tension reduction and emulsification activity, and a high level of salt tolerance (Saimmai et al., 2012). Generally speaking, lipopeptides lower the surface tension more than glycolipids, because of the specific structure of lipopeptides which have a hydrophilic part that contains polar amino acids and the hydrophobic part that contains lipophilic fatty acids and non-polar amino acids, and that may give rise to its antagonistic activity against various pathogenic fungi (Janek et al., 2010).

At present, the interest of microbial biosurfactant research is mainly focused on their biological mechanism, such as regulating the structure of cell membrane, carrier functions and antimicrobial functions. Lipopeptides as the biosurfactants with antimicrobial activity have been frequently reported (Banat et al., 2010). Some lipopeptides have been extensively studied, such as surfactin, fengycin, iturin, bacillomycins and mycosubtilins produced by Bacillus subtilis (Vater et al., 2002), lichenysin, pumilacidin and polymyxin B are other antimicrobial lipopeptides produced by B. licheniformis, B. pumilus and B. polymyxa, respectively. The amphiphilic nature of surfactin was beneficial to form the ion channel of cell membrane (Grau et al., 1999). Inhibiting the growth of pathogenic bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract is one of the main mechanisms for lipopeptides secreted by Bacillus (Hong et al., 2005).

Addition of yeast culture containing emulsified glycolipid-protein to diets of ruminants increased the digestibility of OM, crude protein and hemicellulose, and improved the population of ruminal cellulolytic bacteria as well as the rate of acetic acid and propionic acid production (Wiedmeier et al., 1987). The culture of single strains with rhamnolipid demonstrated that the rhamnolipid increased the numbers of fungi, enhanced xylanase activity as well as improved degradation of cellulose and hemicellulose, but inhibited the protease production (Zeng et al., 2006; Ganesh et al., 2008). On the basis of other reports in the literatures, stabilization of cellulase activity was ascribed to reducing denaturation of enzyme at the air-liquid interface, due to the surfactant’s effectiveness on excluding enzyme from the interface (McAllister et al., 2000). Biosurfactants which have an excellent emulsifying property also play an important role in the adsorption and desorption processes at the liquid-solid interface, for example, by participating in the physiological process of bacteria pathogenicity, quorum sensing and membrane biosynthesis. At the same time, bioemulsifier covered the surface of microbes can transfer from the adjacent bacteria to another one (Ron and Rosenberg, 2001), and it is easier for microbial flora to move by secreting surface active substances to reduce the surface tension of liquid (Kearns, 2010). A study suggested that bacteria can secrete a biosurfactant to form a regulatory biological membrane, which could stimulate the adhesion of specific microbial community, whereas inhibit the adhesion of competitive flora (Neu, 1996). Dirhamnolipids are microbial biosurfactants produced by Pseudomonas spp. that

Figure 2. Structure of the surfactin synthesized by Bacillus subtilis.
CONCLUSION

The studies of synthetic surfactants on the animal nutrition are getting more and more attractive. Some surfactants including Tween series, SOLFA-850, sorbitan trioleate and APG, have been proven to have many practical applications for regulating rumen fermentation, improving the nutritive value of feedstuffs and productivity as well as reducing feeding costs. With increasing societal emphasis on environmentally sensitive farming on safety of food supply, synthetic surfactants will face more and more challenges as animal feed additives. Therefore, ruminant nutrition researchers should be ready to exploit biosurfactants, whose broad structural diversities and environmental friendliness to make them candidates to replace synthetic surfactants.

This article suggests that future researches and application should pay more attention to the following aspects. Firstly, researchers should address the fundamental research and application of biosurfactants, including preparation and purification technology, mechanisms of action, application mode and safety evaluation. Secondly, studies should be carried out on producing high-yield strains and improving fermentation technology. High yield microbial strains should be screened, separated and purified by mutation and genetic engineering to produce biosurfactants with high efficiency and security. Thirdly, research should be conducted on producing biosurfactants from organic renewable resources, if such materials have the potential to reduce production costs.
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